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Fact Sheet | Boxelder bugs 

Boxelder bugs 

Boxelder bugs are about one half-inch long and are black and red. These bugs are found in many places 
in the spring and summer, after they have spent the winter resting in cracks and crevices around 
buildings. Once they return in the warmer months, they prepare to lay eggs on female boxelder trees.  
 
These bugs are a nuisance, but they do not carry disease, live in buildings, or cause structural problems. 
Instead, they are an indicator of structural problems. It is common to find that a boxelder problem has 
been in the same area for years. This happens for several reasons, including female boxelders located on 
or near your property, a need for tuck pointing or caulking throughout the building, and pheromone left 
behind by old bugs in their droppings that signals other bugs.  
 
Doing the following can prevent Boxelder bug problems: 
 

• Remove all boxelders on your property.  Talk to neighbors and have them remove them too.  This 
tree is a very weak tree and is prone to attack by rot and decay fungi.  It is also an attractive place 
for carpenter ants to live.  We classify this tree as a weed tree with potential to become 
hazardous.  If you need help identifying this tree we will be glad to assist you.  

 
• Caulk around windows and doors. Make sure that the mortar in your building is in good condition.  

Make sure that doors and windows seal properly - check weather stripping. 
 
To solve an active boxelder bug problem, the following should be done: 
 

• Clean affected areas with Eco Wash mixed at four ounces per quart. This dilution will remove 
the pheromone associated with the bugs. Lemon Joy can be added to the mix at four ounces 
per quart to repel the bugs. Be sure to spray in cracks where boxelder bugs are visible.   

• If the bugs are inside, vacuum them with a dry vac with talc or cornstarch in it, or wet vac with 
soap water in it.   

• Clean and seal areas outside. Begin the sealing process in May after the bugs leave your 
building. You can also place glue boards in the areas of activity. 

 
 


